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Agenda

- Introductions
- Symphony update
- Miscellaneous questions & answers
- RDA
- Open Q & A
Symphony update

- 3.4.1 SP1
- 3.4.1 SP2
- 3.4.1 SP3
- Cataloging web client SPP
Symphony 3.4.1 SP1

- **Fixes**
  - Bibload Report – Available soon setting not working correctly

- **Enhancements**
  - Add ability to print or output entire results of an Item Search & Display search
Symphony 3.4.1 SP2

◦ Fixes
  ◦ Sorting order of libraries in IS&D item tree does not follow property settings

◦ Enhancements
  ◦ Add brief title addition – class scheme
  ◦ Display holds queue in Modify Title
  ◦ Extract Keys for MARC Export – add search string
  ◦ MARC Help links (RDA Toolkit and MARC Help on LC)
Symphony 3.4.1 SP3

- Just getting underway
Sirsidynix is working on a new web client
- Cataloging is the first module being coded
- SPP participants providing input on functionality

Features demonstrated so far
- Work lists and work forms
- Compare records
- Merge records
- Drag and drop fields
Miscellaneous questions & answers

- Vendor records in the catalog
- URLs for online versions in print records
- Oversize materials
- Spine labels
- DLC copy cataloging
- RDA
RDA

- SirsiDynix plans:
  - Links to RDA Toolkit (in 3.4.1 SP2)
  - Scripts for updating format policies
  - Controlled vocabularies (336-338 fields)
  - e-Library support

- SirsiDynix RDA SPP

- LOUIS RDA Working Group
  - Practice Group(s)
Open Q & A
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